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Abstract
The Jewish Territorialists, represented as of 1934 by the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation, searched for places of settlement for Jews outside Palestine/Israel. I here argue that Territorialist ideology demonstrated both continuity and change in the post-1945 years, and continued to focus on an investment in Diaspora life, Yiddishism, anti-statism, colonial and postcolonial attitudes, and Socialist Revolutionary idealism. This article thus challenges the notion that the Shoah spelled the end of non-Zionist Jewish political activities, by demonstrating the ways in which the Freelancers, headed by the enigmatic Isaac N. Steinberg (1888–1957), imagined an alternative Jewish cultural and political future after the Shoah. By mapping the Territorialist movement’s continued endeavours after 1945, this study also adds to our broader understanding of the rich spectrum of post-Shoah Jewish political ideologies.

“In a world full of ‘Real-Politiker’ and practical Shlemiels the accusation of being dreamers is perhaps not so hard to take.”

After the Shoah, the Jewish Territorialists, organised since 1934 as the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation, continued to imagine a Jewish cultural and political future that was territorial, but not centred on a Jewish state in Palestine. The following analysis of those visions challenges the notion that the Shoah spelled the end of virtually all non-Zionist Jewish political activities. In doing so, this study joins a corpus of recent works dealing with non-Zionist or heterodox-Zionist Jewish political movements and groups such as the Jewish Labour Bund and several Dias...

1 This article is largely based on papers presented at the American Jewish Historical Society Biennial Scholar’s Conference, New York City, 19-21 June 2016, and at the Young Scholars Workshop Promised Lands: Israel-Diaspora Relations and Beyond, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich, 23-25 May 2016. I thank both the organisers and participants of these events for offering me a platform on which to present my work, as well as for the helpful comments and questions I received on these occasions. For a larger study of the history of Jewish Territorialism, see: Laura Almagor, Forgotten Alternatives. Jewish Territorialism as a Movement of Political Action and Ideology, 1905–1965 (PhD Dissertation), European University Institute, Florence 2015.

2 M. Levadin [Isaac N. Steinberg], The Jewish Press On Freeland, in: Freeland 8 (September-October 1954) 3-4, here 4.

por Nationalist trends and initiatives in Europe and the United States, thus deviating from the more established Zionism-dominated scholarship.4

The focus here is on the thought and activities of the most important post-war Territorialist leader, Isaac N. Steinberg (1888–1957). While acknowledging the problematic nature of zooming in on one individual’s views to reflect those of a larger collective, in this case Steinberg’s prolific public and personal writings do form a valid point of departure for an analysis of Territorialist thinking in the period under consideration. By this time, the Freeland League had become a fairly small organisation, and Steinberg, together with his daughter Ada Siegel and a handful of close collaborators, largely defined the movement’s ideological direction.

The current exploration shows both continuity and discontinuity in the Freeland League’s ideology in the post-1945 years, as compared to the pre-war era. In 1942, the Freeland League headquarters moved from London to New York City, compelling the Freelanders to start operating on the American Jewish political scene. This new context forced a redefinition of Territorialist activities. Also, as in the case of other Jewish political movements and organisations, the Shoah severely affected the Freeland League, both in terms of membership and potential for growth, and regarding the Freelanders’ views for a Jewish future. Nevertheless, as the Territorialists had always anticipated some sort of catastrophe to befall the Jewish people, many of their core aims and beliefs remained in place after 1945, albeit often in changed form.

Central and never-abating features of Steinberg’s thinking were his Socialist Revolutionary and at the same time Jewish religious and even messianic convictions, as well as his staunch criticism of the Zionist state-building project in Palestine and the treatment of the local Arab population there. The Territorialists had been critical of the ‘Arab Question’ from the outset, but only under Steinberg’s leadership did this issue become consolidated as one of the main elements of the growing verbal Territorialist attacks on the Zionist project. The intrinsically colonial nature of the Territorialist project also remained central after the Second World War, but changed shape by adjusting itself to the postcolonial and even anticolonial attitudes that now defined the geopolitical discourse.

The Territorialists, who were a small but nonetheless intriguing part of the Jewish political scene during the first half of the twentieth century, believed that only concentrated agro-industrial Jewish settlement outside both Europe and Palestine could solve the Jewish plight. The movement was first organised in 1905 when Anglo-Jewish writer Israel Zangwill, together with some fifty other Zionists, left the Zionist movement to form the Jewish Territorialist Organisation (ITO). This secession was the result of the Zionist rejection of the so-called Uganda-offer of the British government. Zangwill and his fellow Territorialists disagreed with the Zionists’ refusal to seize the territorial opportunity presented to them, and they now dedicated themselves to finding places of settlement for Jews outside Palestine.

To this end, the ITO during the following two decades approached colonial government representatives. Zangwill sought negotiations not only with British politicians in his own country, but also with Portugal regarding Angola as a potential haven for Jewish refugees. The latter plan, on the table in 1912 and 1913, was one of
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those most seriously explored in the ITO days. Between 1907 and 1914, the ITO was also a partner in American philanthropist Jacob Schiff’s Galveston Movement, which aimed to direct Jewish immigrants arriving in the United States towards the less populated parts of the country rather than to the already overflowing cities on the East Coast.\(^5\) During these years, the ITO set up numerous local offices within Tsarist Russia, as well as in the major Jewish centres in Western Europe, in order to screen and inform prospective Territorialist settlers. Thousands of local Jews in distress signed petitions in support of Territorialist initiatives.\(^6\) Despite this ostensible interest in the ITOs work amongst Russian Jewry, Zangwill disbanded the organisation in 1925 due to his own failing health, as well as because of a more generally perceived loss of interest in non-Zionist settlement after the Balfour Declaration in 1917.

The organisation was reinstated in 1934 in Warsaw as the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation, in reaction to growing antisemitism throughout Europe, especially following Hitler’s rise to power one year earlier. Because of increasing difficulties for Jewish organisations to function in Central and Eastern Europe, the Freeland League soon moved its headquarters to London. Until the outbreak of the Second World War, the Freelancers negotiated with the British government regarding British Guiana, and with the French government regarding French Guiana and other French colonial possessions, most notably Madagascar. This latter destination was to go down in history as arguably the most infamous option discussed for Jewish settlement. Multiple actors simultaneously explored the idea, but with very different motivations, some of which were openly antisemitic: Not only the Freeland League, but also the Nazis, the Polish government, and even the leader of the World Jewish Congress Nahum Goldmann considered the island for Jewish settlement.\(^7\) Simultaneously, Isaac Steinberg spent the years between 1939 and 1943 in Australia, trying to lobby for the establishment of a Territorialist settlement in the Kimberley, in the northwest of the country. Steinberg’s charisma and perseverance aided him in his Australian endeavours to gather influential supporters for the plan. Unfortunately for the Territorialists, the Australian federal government could not be convinced and the project was rejected in 1944.\(^8\)

In 1942, the Freeland League headquarters were moved to New York City. Shortly thereafter, Steinberg emerged as the organisation’s most important leader and ideologue. His political idealism, the result of the merging of his orthodox religious and Socialist Revolutionary convictions, defined the outlooks and approach of the move-
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ment as a whole. Admittedly, the Freeland League had not acquired a mass following before the war, nor did it have the Eastern European infrastructure that the ITO had established in its day. The Territorialist organisation now counted only at most several hundred active members around the globe. These were nonetheless prominent and well-connected individuals, both in Jewish and non-Jewish circles, with Isaac Steinberg as their frontman. Because of his centrality to the Freeland League’s post-war orientation, tracing Steinberg’s political journey is essential for understanding the development of Territorialist ideology in these years.

In a eulogy written after his death in 1957, the American journalist William Zuckerman described Steinberg as a member of the “generation of Russian-Jewish intellectuals, born, as it were, on the fringe of the pre-Communist Russian Revolution, which absorbed some of the greatest, vision, spirit of rebellion, and yearning for freedom and justice which were in the very air of that period.” Steinberg grew up in a prominent religious Jewish family in present-day Latvia. In 1906, when he was 18 years old, he joined the Socialist Revolutionary Party and was promptly expelled from Russia for several years, during which time he obtained a law degree from the University of Heidelberg. After his return to Russia, Steinberg shortly served as the People’s Commissar of Justice in 1917 and 1918, as a member of the Left Socialist Revolutionary party that co-operated with Lenin’s Bolsheviks until the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk moved the Left Socialist Revolutionaries to resign from the Soviet government in March 1918. After his Russian political days, Steinberg continued to believe in a Socialist-inspired universal betterment of mankind through an investment in the particular needs of a particular group of people. In Russia, this group had been the proletariat and the agrarian underclass. After his Russian political days came to an end in 1918, Steinberg held on to his belief in universalism through particularism. The only thing that changed in Steinberg’s vision was a shift of focus from the Russian people to the Jews.

This shift most likely occurred during the decade that Steinberg spent in Berlin, to where he moved his family in 1923. The Steinberg home in Germany was frequented by many illustrious Jewish political figures such as Diaspora Nationalists Simon Dubnow and Elias Tcherikower, the economist Jacob Lestschinsky, and the ‘heterodox’ Zionist thinker Simon Rawidowicz. In 1933, the Steinbergs moved to London, where Isaac became involved with Freeland League affairs shortly after the movement’s foundation. Even though he had not been one of the organisation’s founding members, he was elected to its propaganda committee in 1935. After the Freeland League headquarters relocated to New York during the war years, Steinberg became the movement’s official leader when he himself settled there in 1943.
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In the United States, the Freeland League began to actively reinvent itself as part of the American Jewish political and cultural scene. As the war drew to a close, the movement also aspired to become part of the United States-led efforts to solve the problem posed by millions of European refugees, soon to be termed Displaced Persons (DPs). British Freelander Jack Philips wrote to the Territorialist periodical *Freeland in 1945*:

"It is not without a little heart-ache that we have watched the centre of gravity of our movement shift to America; but this is progress, this is development, and it is appropriate that it should find its setting today within the great Jewish community of the United States. To you, now, all Jewish eyes must turn, as the eyes of all this stricken world are turned towards your great country, virile, throbbing, benevolent bastion of liberty and freedom."

There appeared to be fertile ground for Territorialism in the United States. The political scene showed "a rancorous intra-Jewish battle between Zionists and non-Zionists for control of the American Jewish community." Before the Second World War, Zionism had not yet been a mass movement in the United States. The Balfour Declaration was received lukewarmly due to the fear of American Jews that they would be suspected of having dual loyalties. As Steinberg wrote in October 1945 – with disputable accuracy – the atmosphere surrounding Palestine in American Jewish political circles had even worsened during the war years, reducing the chances of success in the Middle East and rendering the work of the Freeland League more urgent than ever before.

Indeed, the Jewish Reform movement in America and the Jewish Socialist Federation were openly against Political Zionism, and Jewish-dominated workers’ unions declared Zionism incompatible with the international class struggle. Moreover, they saw it as a threat to the rights of Arabs in Palestine. The Territorialists made an effort to present themselves as part of these Socialist and labour-oriented segments of the American Jewish political landscape by publishing tributes to, and studies of, other movements and organisations. This move made sense, as an important part of American and especially New York-based Jewry had liberal, left-wing, Socialist leanings. In turn, labour organisations, often dominated by Jews, offered important financial and moral support.

Even if these particular bodies were not in favour of Zionism, the Zionist movement did start to gain ground in the American Jewish community as a whole after 1945, adding even more diversity to an already large plethora of possible political affiliations for American Jews. This development left Steinberg displeased with the Jewish political situation that he encountered upon arriving to the United States. In
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1946, he wrote of an ideological ‘hysteria’ that was raging throughout the Jewish world. Pre-war Territorialism had been at odds with both Zionist Palestinocentrism and with the Jewish Labour Bund’s striving for cultural rather than territorial rights for Jews in Europe. Even though some remnant of Bundism survived after the war and tried to (re-)establish its position on the American Jewish political scene, in the eyes of the Territorialists it was Zionism that was responsible for the discord that was sown amongst political groups in the United States. Steinberg deplored the lack of inner solidarity in the Jewish world: All factions had “their bureaucracies, their long-established leadership, their ‘tricks of the trade’”, but the Jewish masses were excluded from decision-making processes. The Freeland League hoped to promote a move towards more cooperation between the different Jewish political denominations. By achieving a more centralised system, obviously under Territorialist leadership, a democratisation process within American Jewish politics would come about and offer a way out of the existing chaotic situation. As late as 1956, William Zuckerman repeated this position: nationalistic propaganda had created “[a] spiritual and psychological mess […] in the minds and hearts of American Jews”. According to Zuckerman, Steinberg was one of the few in the United States who endeavoured to create an awareness of this process.

The new American circumstances under which the Freeland League now operated also brought other issues onto the Territorialist agenda. For one, the Freelanders recorded not only directly anti-Jewish feelings amongst and actions by non-Jewish Americans, but they also observed a general lack of tolerance for minorities such as African Americans and Mexican immigrants. Territorialists worried that American society was no safer for Jews than Europe had been and that there might not be a place for Jews in the long run: “It might surprise you [American Jews] when you find out how many organizations are devoted to your welfare – and how many more are concerned with your downfall.” American Jewish youth should be prepared to settle on the land, as they might in due time face the same fate as their European co-religionists.

The realities of American Jewish life also increased the urgency to explicitly address religious matters. Some Freelanders saw religion as counterproductive to the establishment and preservation of Jewish culture. At the same time, they also worried about the decrease in the religiosity of American Jews and the implications of this development for the future of Jewry in the United States, for which religion was such a binding factor. Therefore, religious topics were discussed as aspects of, and contributing to, Jewish cultural heritage. In turn, Yiddish culture had religiously
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moralising responsibilities, too. According to the Freeland League, Territorialism thus offered ‘the way’ for both deeply religious and freethinking groups. In this manner, the Territorialists tried to bridge the gap between tradition and modernity. If Jewish traditional values and customs could be understood in cultural terms, then they could be appropriated for a reanimation and reinvention of Jewish life after the Shoah. For the Freelancers, eager to present their own work as perhaps the most modern Jewish political programme available, Jewish tradition therefore became a version of Jewish modernity.

This perceived compatibility between traditional religious-cultural values and the project of modernity was not a novel idea. In fact, it had been a central component of the interwar Diaspora Nationalists’ way of thinking, to which the Territorialists also subscribed. Territorialism was not Diaspora Nationalist, however. After all, its adherents did not believe in a collective Jewish future in Europe and sought territories elsewhere. Nevertheless, the Freelancers did actively support Chaim Zhitlowsky’s explicitly secular Diaspora Nationalist isolationist approach, which considered the Yiddish language a binding factor for the Jewish people, in opposition to the larger, hostile non-Jewish world. At the same time, unlike Zhitlowsky, the Freelancers did not fully reject the attachment of Simon Dubnow – the other central Diaspora Nationalist thinker of the era – to Jewish religion as fulfilling a similar connecting function.

After 1943, the Freelancers continued to consider Jewish Diaspora life of great importance. Since this Diaspora was seen as the source and protector of Jewish culture, even more so after the Shoah, the Freelancers supported its continued existence, both in Europe and the United States, but also in the aspired Territorialist settlement. The Shoah, therefore, increased rather than diminished the importance of the Diaspora in the eyes of Steinberg and his cohort, especially now that it was reduced to a tiny remnant of what it had been before. Diaspora life was to retain its right to exist, alongside the Freeland work, and even next to the Zionist project: “We are equally concerned with the Jew who insists on rebuilding his European life, the Jew who wants to create a political state in Palestine, and the Jew who will settle in a FREE LAND to continue there his Jewish heritage.”

The Jewish Diaspora experience stood out as an important part of Jewish history, and the Territorialists did not fail to utilise this fact in their endeavours to diminish the exclusive character that the Zionists ascribed to Palestine. Indeed, the holy city of Jerusalem was located there, but according to Steinberg and his disciples, Jerusalem carried a much broader meaning: It referred to the Diaspora as well. A dualistic or bifurcated Jerusalem, one version “earthly” and the other “heavenly”, had been part of Jewish traditional thought throughout the centuries of dispersion. Without forfeiting the heavenly or spiritual Jerusalem, according to the Territorialists, Jerusalem on earth would be wherever Jewish life took shape in the Diaspora. With the establishment of the State of Israel, a role reversal between Jerusalem and the Diaspora took place. The former now became a fixed place on earth and the capital of the new Jewish state, whereas the Diaspora came to represent all that was lost of Jewish life.
and spirituality in the Shoah, as well as those elements of this life that might still be preserved.38

The continued Territorialist appreciation for the wishes of those who decided to continue or restart their lives on the European continent did not mean that the Free-landers did not acknowledge the major impact that the Shoah had on the possibilities of a Jewish future in Europe. Jews were still "exposed to a ruthless anti-Semitism and the threat of physical extinction".39 During the war, British Territorialist Tan-hum Herwald had already asked rhetorically whether Jews thought "that the antagonism to the Jew will cease when hostilities are over, and that the remnants of the persecuted Jews of Europe should help to build up a destroyed Europe and be again the scapegoat of bad governments". The answer was obviously "no".40 What remained of European Jewry needed to be moved quickly to a new location as a group and not through individual immigration, "for you do not drain a river by sucking at it with a straw".41 The destination for these Jews would lie in the non-Western world, which was in many ways preferable to a Western location: Polish Territorialist M. Bal-beryski wrote that he would have preferred to see his family survive in the so-called uncivilised world, "rather than among 'highly civilized' nations, and under the technologically flawless Gestapo machine". The future leader of the Freeland League Mordkhe Schaechter added from Vienna: "We are sick of the 'civilized' nations."42

After the horrific experiences of the recent genocide, Territorialism became focussed not just on the physical survival of Jews, but also on their spiritual and cultural "revival".43 Colonising "on the basis of healthy colonization principles" and thereby leaving behind the "blood-stained soil of Europe" would have a cleansing effect.44 In 1944, Steinberg already dramatically announced the post-war aims of the Freeland League: It was to become more than just a Territorialist movement, "a healthy, fresh stream of Jewish popular strength; [...] a desire for the renaissance of the energies of the people". The Kimberley Scheme, for instance, would not lead to Jewish assimilation into Australian society, but to the regeneration of these Jews, turning them into a new type of Australian Jews. Steinberg even imagined such a cultural process inspiring Jewish poems about kangaroos, "[y]et their [the poets'] voice would be the voice of Israel, and the rhythm and the sigh of their songs would be Jewish".45 A regenerated and fully developed Jewish existence would also help to redeem the non-Jewish world. Territorialist sources contain many references to such a universal mission for the Jews which Territorialism could enable, paradoxically by geographically isolating groups of Jews in agro-industrial settlements. Both Zang-will and Steinberg had envisioned the Jewish return to political history as a first step on the way to the fulfilment of the ancient Jewish task of acting as a moral vanguard to the rest of humanity. Zangwill saw a 'Mission of Israel' for both Zionism and Territorialism by lifting the Jewish people to a higher civilisational status in a territory of its own.
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Steinberg carried this line of thought even further. The disillusionment of the Russian Revolution and the birth of National Socialism had instilled in the Territorialist leader a “realization that universal brotherhood could not be achieved unless each human, group or nation acquired the possibilities for its own social and cultural development”.

Steinberg did not believe that antisemitism should become a driving force for Jewish political work. Instead, a positive idealistic activism should offer a free choice to Jews as to where they wished to settle, but with strong spiritual ties forged between these different parts of the world community. Jews would then be able to survive both as individuals and as a community, while maintaining their “immortal system of ideas, beliefs, actions and hopes which is enshrined in our hearts as Judaism, – Yiddishkeit”. Investing in a renewed Yiddishkeit (also spelled Yiddishkayt) would benefit not only the development of Jews as a people: “A collective Yiddishkayt […] would again best contribute to the world’s Menschlekhkayt [humanness].”

Despite this optimism about the Jewish moral tasks and their fulfilment, after May 1948 Steinberg became uniformly critical of the Zionist project. He saw the State of Israel as inspiring a decline in “moral perspective” among many Jewish leaders. Exclusivity rather than universalism was a key element of Israel’s policy, as were militarism and an active denial of the European Jewish past. Steinberg considered these features to be the main reasons for growing moral defects in world Jewish leadership, as more and more of its representatives adhered in one way or another to Zionism.

Even more fundamentally, for Steinberg, the course that world political history had taken during the previous decades had discredited “the state” as the most desirable form of political organisation. His Socialist Revolutionary past had ideologically shaped him to actively strive for alternative structures. “All my life I have fought against the idea of a Jewish State even in Palestine”, he wrote in a private letter in 1938. This fierce anti-statism was not only based on the Freeland League’s leader’s anarchist sympathies, but also on his general disappointment in the failed state-building process he had been briefly involved with in 1917 and 1918.

As early as 1891, Simon Dubnow had described statelessness as a higher stage in the Jews’ national development. The ITO’s stance towards statehood had been somewhat unclear: Some of the early Territorialists, including Zangwill himself, contemplated different options for obtaining not just cultural, but also political autonomy for the Territorialist settlement(s). After all, only shortly before, these “fresh” ITO members had been Zionists. Now they considered Territorialism to be the truest form of Zionism and the movement adhering most to Theodor Herzl’s true intentions.

Thirty years later, with the establishment of the Freeland League, statehood had lost much of its earlier appeal. The Freelancers did not believe that “the world as it is developing today is very much in need of a new State”. From a religious and moral point of view, Steinberg believed that Jewish statehood was undesirable:
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“It would be a tragic irony of our history if the Jewish people after generations of experience would transplant the same tribal state life into Palestine, the very place where the prophets of Israel warned us against the dangers and crimes of tribes and states.”

Steinberg claimed that the Russian experience should serve as a lesson for both the young Jewish state and for the Jewish people as a whole: “The change-over from a glorious spiritual path, albeit lacking political power, to a route strewn with the glittering symbols of state-power and military prestige, appears to be a hazardous one.”

The Russian Revolution had been morally and intellectually prepared like no other revolution preceding it. “Yet rarely has a people, in so short a time, been so thoroughly drained of its moral capital by its new regime, as has the Russian people.” Eventually, Steinberg believed, the era of statehood would come to an end, and with non-statist Diaspora spiritualism as its guiding spirit, the Jewish people would be more than ready for this change. After all, “[i]n the midst of the Jewish people stood not the majestic throne of royalty [statehood], but the invisible glory of the Mount of Sinai [moral and divine revelation].”

During the previous two millennia, Steinberg claimed, the Jewish people had witnessed but managed to stay aloof from the statism that had been so damaging to the societies in which they lived. All of this changed with the arrival of the Jewish state. Jewish statehood had led to Jews oppressing other people. The Territorialists had specific moral objections to a confrontation with the Palestinian Arabs: “Our true tragedy occurred […] when Jews abandoned their dignity and inner security, when they suddenly adopted the role of persecutor [sic] of another minority. With this they are creating moral anguish for themselves.”

Jewish statehood had turned Jews all over the world from a “people of mercy” into a “people of brutality”, for whom a violent treatment of Arabs had become acceptable.

The Freelanders saw the adoption of the UN Partition Plan for Palestine on 27 November 1947 as the beginning of more violent encounters between Jews and the Arab world: “It cannot be supposed that great numbers of dispossessed Arabs would agree to renounce their claim to their homes and lands which are as dear to them as Palestine is to the Jews.” The Territorialists deplored the ensuing instances of anti-Arab violence, such as the Deir Yassin Massacre of 9 April 1948, and the Qibya Massacre of 14 October 1953. The Israeli Nationality Law of 14 July 1952 was deemed discriminatory, as it required only the Arabs in Israel to provide proof of their presence during the mandate period in order to obtain citizenship. For similar reasons, the Territorialists criticised the 1953 Land Acquisition Act.

In numerous public addresses and publications, the Freelanders pointed to the fact that the creation of a Jewish state, in the face of persistent Arab hostility towards it, would lead to the undesirable militarisation of Jewish life. This life had
so far, Steinberg wrote, always “kept aloof from Etatism, Chauvenism [sic], Militarism”.60 Now, in the eyes of the world, and especially in the eyes of the Arabs, Jews had become political fighters. “It is no good for people”, Steinberg told the Anglo-American Committee of Enquiry on Palestine in 1946, “to emerge from the hell of Europe and immediately to plunge into new political troubles.”61 The Jewish state had become “the focal point of a thousand conflicting and irreconcilable religious, economic, political, military and social interests. It is burdened with a thousand lies and prejudices and hates. It is a battleground and a highway to battlegrounds.”62

Freeland complained that the Irgun’s leader, Menachem Begin, was falsely considered a hero, including by American Jews. “Have they all been hit with the blindness of vulgar chauvinism?” Begin, who was likened to French President Charles de Gaulle, represented a harmful nationalism that was willing to sacrifice freedom and development to forge the people into an instrument of the state.63 In summary, the land had become more important to the Zionists than the people. Potential immigrants were actively solicited, even though the Jewish state was not capable of absorbing them. This large influx of people led to a segregation between members of the Yishuv (the established Jewish community in Palestine), the ‘haves’, and the new arrivals, the ‘have nots’. In order for the new state to function in the long run, the immigration rate had to be slowed down and the Diaspora sustained for a longer period of time. The homelessness this might entail for a part of this Diaspora could be solved by a Territorialist project.64 As Steinberg phrased it:

“Zionism will now mostly care for the upbuilding [sic] of a Jewish political nation, while the Freeland League has in mind the interests of the Jewish people as a whole, i.e. of every individual within the people. It is evident that this difference of conceptions causes also a deep difference in their next practical work. The Fr. League emerges out of this crisis with an even greater responsibility [sic] for the existence of our wandering masses and for the creation for them of a new sound and politically secure home.”65

In other words, the Zionist conception of the Jewish nation included only a limited part of the Jewish people, namely those instrumental to the creation of a state, whereas the Territorialists cared for everybody, seeking to provide them with a ‘home’. Freeland stated it in much harsher terms: As long as the Zionists held on to their rigid position regarding Palestine, it was no longer only ‘Hitlerism’ that was to blame for the Jewish plight.66

All in all, the Freelanders did not support the establishment of the Jewish state, but they were nonetheless concerned with its wellbeing. After 1948, they established warm contacts with known Zionist pacifists such as Nathan Chofshi (Nathan
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Fraenkl and Rabbi Benyamin (Yehoshua Radler-Feldmann), as well as with Martin Buber, Judah L. Magnes, and Hans Kohn, prominent former members of the binationalist movement Brit Shalom and now central figures in Ihud (Unity), Brit Shalom’s successor organisation. Steinberg praised Ihud, which “stood up against the tendencies in Israel to national arrogance, to state glory, to military self-confidence, to every manner of moral assimilation”.

Despite the support of its famous adherents, Ihud was small and not very influential in Israeli politics. The movement’s existence notwithstanding, according to the Territorialists, the new Jewish State seemed to be willingly ignoring potential moral scruples. Apart from the Zionist treatment of the Palestinian Arabs, another example of such behaviour that the Freelanders deplored was the rapprochement between Israel and Germany in the 1950s. Still, the ‘Arab Question’ remained central. As late as 1962, Freelaender Judah Zelitch pointed out that the creation of the Jewish state had caused major tensions with the larger Arab world. The Zionist project, led by Ben-Gurion, had only worked because of the removal of 700,000 Arabs from Palestine. As long as the Palestinian refugee issue remained unsolved, Israel would find no peace.

Their growing critique of the Jewish state made it clearer than ever that the Territorialists were not after statehood but, by contrast to other non-Zionist movements such as the Folkist and Bundist movements, they did seek concrete territories. To obtain these pieces of land, the Freelanders tied their fate to a still existing colonial world system: The ITO negotiated with the British and the Portuguese, and the Freeland League approached the British, French, and Dutch governments regarding several of their overseas colonial possessions. This is perhaps not surprising for the ITO days, which ended in the mid-1920s, but it is striking that colonial thinking continued to be part of Territorialism in the Freeland League era both before and after the Shoah.

The Territorialists were not alone in their continued interest in colonial projects. Colonial concepts continued to shape global political debates, albeit in changed forms and with altered content. The Freelanders were apt followers of these developing trends. In the Zangwill days, the ITO had appealed directly to colonial powers to ask them to grant the Territorialists parts of some overseas territories, whilst largely ignoring the rights or even the existence of indigenous peoples. After 1945, following Steinberg’s lead, the Territorialists became ever more aware that contemporary decolonisation trends demanded good relationships with the indigenous inhabitants of the territories where they aspired to create Jewish settlements. Steinberg even saw a direct link between his own Russian experiences of 1917 and 1918 and the post-war ‘awakening’ of colonial subjects. The latter should draw lessons from the past by understanding that Bolshevism was not the only and surely not the best alternative to
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the capitalist system of their former oppressors. Decolonisation also became a frame for the Freelanders’ critique of the Zionist dealings with the Palestinian Arabs. The Arab demands were to be reckoned with: “Highly civilized peoples have been whipped into rage directed against an element alien to their lives. Then why not the Arabs?” The Palestinian Arabs felt strengthened by the contemporary colonial developments and they might even receive support from the Soviets. The only way forward lay in an alliance between Jews and Arabs as part of the peoples’ resistance against the colonial powers.

For the Territorialists’ purposes, a postcolonial approach to territorial colonisation was therefore considered desirable. This was evident during negotiations regarding a settlement in the Saramacca District in Suriname between 1946 and 1948, when the Freelanders communicated with both the Dutch and Surinamese governments. After all, the ‘Surinamers’ were in the process of gaining more political independence, which rendered the explicit recognition of this new and fragile local autonomy of the utmost importance. A Freeland League delegation headed by Steinberg himself even travelled to Paramaribo to convince local politicians and people’s representatives of the Territorialist plans, and to show the Freelanders’ willingness to recognise the nascent Surinamese authority.

Several years later, in 1955, the first Afro-Asian Conference was held in Bandung, Indonesia. Attended exclusively by non-Western countries, the conference reinforced Steinberg’s heightened awareness of the new world order: This was the moment for Jews to forge relationships with the Muslim and postcolonial worlds. Unfortunately, he concluded, the “chauvinistic” and “militaristic” State of Israel was unsuited for this task. That was why other Jews should take it upon themselves to make peace with these non-Western forces, for the good of all mankind: “‘Bandung’ is not merely a fact; it is a challenge to us, to our sense of justice and to our understanding.” As a result of Bandung, “the well known critical Zionist” Robert Weltsch published an address in the Israeli press to Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser, one of the ‘stars’ of Bandung. Weltsch implored Nasser to not only turn to the powerful capitals of the West and the East, namely Washington and Moscow, but also to find cooperation much closer to home, namely in Jerusalem. Steinberg further developed Weltsch’s thought experiment in what was to be his last published article. He set out to show that a new world order had arrived, represented by China, the Soviet Union – despite its “sins” and problematic past still the locale of the “social-revolutionary uprising of humanity” – and Jawaharlal Nehru’s India. The Jewish people and Jewish morality, in one word “Jerusalem”, were part of this new order as well.

This Jerusalem, a concept rather than the actual geographical place, still had an important moral role to play in the world. It was in this forging of a non-violent tra-
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ditional connection between politics and morality that the Jewish people had been unique, and not in its modern technological and military accomplishments. This fact had become obscured by the transformation of Israel into a state like any other.80 Strikingly, in all of his writings, Steinberg used “the Jewish people” and “the Freeland League” or “the Territorialists” interchangeably. By suggesting that the work of the Territorialists was in fact the work for and by all Jews, the Freeland League became part of a larger moral mission: “The Jewish people [or: the Freeland League] will continue these efforts in the knowledge that solving the problem of its homeless goes hand in hand with the problem of humanity as a whole.”81

Conclusion

The history of Territorialism does not challenge the centrality of the Shoah in twentieth-century Jewish history. It does, however, contribute to a burgeoning body of scholarly works problematising the claim that the Shoah made all non-Zionist political behaviour obsolete. It also demonstrates that these events, even if hugely influential, did not change all aims and ideologies of every Jewish political movement. In the case of the Territorialists, even though the Shoah helped to define their post-war aims and approaches, it also served as an extreme confirmation of what the ITO and later the Freeland League had been arguing all along, namely that an imminent territorial solution for persecuted Jews needed to be found in a sparsely populated region in the world.

The war in Europe did force the Territorialists to move their headquarters to New York, and they lost numerous European members to the Nazi genocide. In all likelihood, the Shoah contributed to the movement’s inability to attain a mass following: The Freeland League never managed to attract more than several thousand active supporters around the world, mainly in the European DP camps. The refugee crisis that followed the war’s conclusion was therefore of great importance, as the Freelanders now explicitly engaged with the DPs. The DP issue altered their approach and rhetoric and provided the Freeland League with a new rationale for its continued existence. American Jewish politics and culture also strongly determined the nature of the issues on the Territorialist agenda, by introducing a focus on Jewish communal affairs in the United States.

Simultaneously, the Shoah intensified the Territorialists’ already existing pre-war engagement with Jewish Diaspora life. It confirmed the Diaspora’s symbolic and practical value for the preservation of Jewish culture, religion and language, first and foremost of Yiddish. The Territorialists deplored the Zionist anti-Yiddish language policies, partly because many Freelanders were themselves active in Yiddish literary circles. Investing in the Yiddish language and in Yiddishkayt more generally speaking also served to offer a counterweight to the Zionist state-building project in Palestine, which, in the eyes of Steinberg and his cohort, posed a moral threat to the Jewish future. The Freelanders increasingly felt that the realities of the militarising Israeli society were at odds with essential Jewish traditional and moral values. They rejected the Zionist preoccupation with statehood as un-Jewish and as potentially detrimental to a truly Jewish future. Territorialism, they claimed, offered a non-statist addition or alternative to Zionism, one that was better capable of dealing with postcolo-
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nial realities. Still, despite Zionist accusations to the contrary, Territorialism was never explicitly anti-Zionist. Even though Steinberg and other Territorialists criticised the realities on the ground in Palestine, they were never opposed to an organised Jewish presence in Palestine. The movement even directly related to the inner diversity of the Zionist movement, by aligning itself with heterodox Zionist movements such as Ihud. The Territorialists simply did not believe that Zionism was able to offer a full solution to the problem of Jewish homelessness; in its current militaristic form it was even counterproductive to the furthering of such an aim. In order for a wholesome Jewish future to be realised, both a Territorialist solution and a continuation of European Diaspora life needed to exist alongside an improved version of Zionism.

For Steinberg in particular, Jewish politics meant a continuation of his Russian Socialist Revolutionary career, even if by the 1950s he did not himself explicitly connect these two incarnations of his political existence. Territorialism was to be a tool to improve both the state of Judaism and the human condition in general. The Shoah had demonstrated to the Freelancers the need for a redefinition of Jewish sovereignty, without it translating into a state-focussed approach. By believing in such a predominantly cultural and collective notion of sovereignty, they opposed the geopolitical move towards a focus on individual rights rather than on ethnically defined collective group rights. After all, the Territorialists underlined, during the Shoah Jews had been singled out as Jews and not as individuals. In effect, in the post-war world they needed their rights as Jews protected rather than their rights as individuals.

Unfortunately for Steinberg, his anti-statism did not fit a post-war reality in which the role of the state had increased rather than subsided. Internationalism and cosmopolitanism were at times valued, but also regarded with suspicion in the West, especially as they gained Communist connotations in a context dominated by Cold War anxieties. After the short-lived popularity of the idea of a world government in the 1940s, international politics and the new discipline of international relations turned against internationalist idealism. The mismatch between Steinberg’s ideals and political realities thus contributed to Territorialism’s failure to have any of its plans materialise.

This failure to achieve practical results did not render Territorialism as such irrelevant, at least not in the eyes of all. In 1956, American Jewish philosopher Israel Knox reflected on Territorialism’s continued relevance. A practical Territorialist settlement might never be created,

“[b]ut to some one like me, a student of Jewish organizations and philosophies, it does not matter, because to me the great significance of a group like the Freeland League would be this: it is a group with a regulative ideal which serves as a corrective to the actuality in Jewish life. Its very existence is a criticism of what is on behalf of what ought to be.”
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